MIPTV 2018
NEW PROGRAMMING

WELCOME
Welcome to MIPTV 2018
It is my absolute pleasure to share with you our fantastic
new line up, as we proudly bring to market some of our
most exciting content yet.

WELCOME

Passion Distribution consistently collaborates with some
of the best programme-makers in the industry to bring
to market thought-provoking and talked-about content,
ranging from award winning current affairs to long
running entertainment franchises.
From hard-hitting factual series such as The Naked Truth and
Unreported World, lifestyle with a twist such as Where To
I Do?, right through fresh factual-entertainment with real
youth appeal like Bad Teen To Ballroom Queen, we love TV
that offers different point of view and reveals extraordinary
human stories that resonate with audiences the world over.
Always with the power to entertain and delight, our shows
always start the conversation!
We look forward to discussing your programming needs
and help you fulfil them.
Wishing you all a successful market,
Emmanuelle Namiech
CEO

PART OF THE TINOPOLIS GROUP
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BAD TEEN TO
BALLROOM QUEEN

NEW

Format also available

6 x 60'
Producer: Firecracker Films
Commissioning Channel: 5Star
What happens when eight badly-behaved teens
with a collective track record of everything
from arson to battery are thrust into the
disciplined world of ballroom dancing?

This series follows the jaw-dropping
transformation of a group of unruly youngsters
into disciplined, competitive ballroom dancers.
The teens will be given a crash course in
ballroom dancing over a period of 30 days.
Under the watchful eye of Ballroom dancing
legends Mick and Lorna Stylianos, boys and girls
who have never met before must form a couple
and learn to work together culminating in taking
part in a big National competition.
Follow the shocking but loveable cast of rogue
teens as they not only learn the brutal disciplines
of ballroom dancing, but go on an epic journey
that will transform their lives forever.

FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT
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FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

CAR VS AMERICA
NEW

Format also available

12 x 30'
Producer: NorthSouth Productions
Commissioning Channel: Fusion TV
Car Vs America dives helmet-first into the world
of car culture across America. Our two young
car-obsessed hosts, Michael Ballaban and
Raphael Orlove, travel from town to town on
an epic road trip. In each episode the boys visit
a new town where they accept a crazy, loud,
dangerous (or all three) driving challenge and
explore modern American automotive culture.
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The series sees Michael and Raphael travel to
many places such as North Carolina, New York City
and Pennsylvania as the duo takes on incredible
and fun automotive activities, from skidplate
racing to school bus demolition derbies.
Some say the millennials don’t care about
driving and the open road and that car
culture is dying, but in this series, Michael and
Raphael hit the road to prove them wrong by
showing what today’s youth car culture looks
like... and doing crazy things in awesome
vehicles along the way.
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ANIMALS
AFTER DARK
NEW

3 x 60'
Producer: Pioneer Productions
Commissioning Channel: Channel 5
Over three nights, three expert presenters lift
the lid on the amazing secret night time lives of
Britain’s animals, once the humans are in bed.
Animals After Dark is a 3 x 60’ stripped event
special that reveals what happens when nature
takes over in woods and fields, in back
gardens, zoos and rescue centres, the length
and breadth of Britain.
Using revolutionary new lowlight camera
technology, the series reveals what Britain’s
creatures really get up through the night,
minute by minute, hour by hour.

The hosts are live at key nocturnal-activity
locations, topping and tailing the series from
a different location each night.
Each episode is themed as well as telling the
story of key animal "characters" during a single
night, revealing surprising aspects of Britain’s
animal night-shift. In each episode, we travel
from Britain’s wild places to what we believe to
be purely human spaces, and in every episode
there are incredible visuals and stories, from
magnificent nature to creepy-crawlies we would
rather not share our homes with.
Helped by its unique low light camera, Animals
After Dark shows another Britain, one that has
not been seen before.

FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT
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THE PRICE OF FAME
NEW

6 x 60'
Producer: AMS Pictures
Commissioning Channel: Reelz
The road to stardom is often paved with amazing
and devastating public and private events.
The compelling new series The Price of Fame
sees the heartfelt stories of Johnny Depp,
Carrie Fisher, Shania Twain, Patrick Swayze,
Prince and Robin Williams.
Taking the viewers inside the private lives of
these iconic celebrities, the series reveals what
life is really like when your very existence is in
the spotlight. Whether it is turbulent family

drama, harrowing substance abuse, outlandish
spending habits or a combination of those and
more, these celebrities all paid a hefty price for
their fame.
Giving viewers an intimate perspective on each
story are gripping interviews from the celebrity’s
family members and friends in addition to
entertainment journalists who covered the rise,
fall and sometimes rise again of the stars. Also
featuring realistic dramatizations with dialogue
and generous archival media, The Price of Fame
takes the bio-doc to a new level of storytelling
and reveals what the emotional cost of being
famous really is.

FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT
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THE CLASS
NEXT DOOR

THINGS NOT TO SAY

FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

NEW

Format also available

78 x 5'
Producer: Mentorn Media
Commissioning Channel: BBC Three
Things Not To Say is a unique short form
format designed to overcome misconceptions
and stereotypes, in which young people speak
about issues they face in everyday life.

Format also available

4 x 60'
Producer: Firecracker Films
Commissioning Channel: Channel 4
The Class Next Door is a brilliantly funny and
warm factual entertainment series which sees
a class full of parents being sent back to school
for one half term. The twist: their kids are in
the classroom next door.

Parents will discover what being an 11 year old
child today is really like, revisit some of the
highs and lows of their formative years, and
maybe even put the odd old demon to rest.
Filmed in a real school during the school term,
and with real teachers, the extra class of parents
will go through the same regime and curriculum
as their children – from school uniforms and
sitting exams to sex education and detention.
Each episode is driven by the narratives of
parents as they endure the daily routine of
school all over again – and how they compare
to their kids next door.

In each episode, a group of people are being
interviewed facing the camera two at a time
to talk about the things people say to them
in a way that is both informative and funny.
Each episode is dedicated to a specific theme
or subject.
The original UK version of Things Not to Say
includes episodes about things not to say to
people with Down's Syndrome, people with
tattoos, gingers, people with bipolar disorder,
people with autism, schizophrenics, people
with facial disfigurement, young black men,
people with dyslexia, people with cancer, hairy
women, short people, people with acne,
people living with vitiligo, people with HIV,
and women wearing burkas.
Also available:
Danish version (produced by TV 2 Denmark
for TV 2 ECHO): 3 x 2'
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SHADE:
QUEENS OF NYC
NEW

11 x 30'
Producer: Cowboy Bear Ninja
Commissioning Channel: Fusion TV
Relationships, community, family, and faith
are in the spotlight in Shade: Queens of NYC,
a docu-follow-musical-reality show that
explores what happens to New York’s fiercest,
funniest drag queens as they vie for fame,
fortune, and love.

Shade: Queens of NYC reveals a side of drag life
beyond the usual glam, glitz, and next-level lip
syncing, instead focusing on what happens to
our queens when the wigs come off.
The cast of queens includes: Justin Nako aka
Chelsea Piers, Chris Yoon aka Jasmine Rice
LaBeija, William Bailey aka Jada Valenciaga,
Nathan McManus aka Holly Box-Springs, Kristian
Seeber aka Tina Burner, Marti Gould Cummings
aka Marti Gould Cummings, Daniel Kelley aka
Paige Turner, and Jesse Havea aka Brita Filter.

FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT
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TRANSCENDENT

BIG FREEDIA
BOUNCES
BACK

FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

Season 6: 8 x 60'
Total available: 38 x 30' and 9 x 60'
Producer: World of Wonder
Commissioning Channel: Fuse

Season 2: 7 x 30'
Total available: 13 x 30'
Producer: World of Wonder
Commissioning Channel: Fuse
From the creators of Big Freedia Bounces Back
and RuPaul's Drag Race comes a reality
docu-series focusing on a 21st-century
cultural perspective: what it is like to be
transgender in America today.
Transcendent is a groundbreaking new
docu-series about a group of young, talented
trans women as they navigate their professional,
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personal and romantic lives while performing at
one of San Francisco's most popular cabarets.
The series documents the triumphs and
struggles of five bold, vibrant trans women who
not only perform together but unite to create a
surrogate family. By profiling career-driven
women Bambiana, Blonka, LA, Nya and Xristina
who proudly dance and perform at one of
California's most sophisticated cabarets, the
series gives a new spin to living freely,
conquering new beginnings, and shamelessly
creating one's own destiny.
Also available:
Season 1: 6 x 30'

The series Big Freedia: Bounces Back follows
Big Freedia (born Frederick Ross) on her
journey toward super-stardom. As the
undisputed ambassador of the energetic,
New Orleans-based "Bounce movement",
Big Freedia is never afraid to twerk, wiggle,
and shake her way to self-confidence, and is
encouraging her fans to do the same.
Freddie is an American musician best known as
Big Freedia and for work in the New Orleans
genre of hip hop called "bounce music". Freedia
has been credited with helping popularize the
genre, which was largely underground since
developing in the early 1990s.
Also available:
Season 1: 8 x 30'
Season 2: 8 x 30'
Season 3: 6 x 30'
Season 4: 6 x 30' and 1 x 60'
Season 5: 10 x 30'
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THE DRESSING
ROOM

BABY BALLROOM

The real drama is off the pitch!
The Dressing Room is a fixed-rig reality
entertainment show that follows the sporting
season of a range of different clubs across the
country, all through the action that unfolds in
the dressing room.
The series follows the key characters in each
club, their personal stories, including their work,
family and relationship dramas that they share
with their teammates.
Format also available
6 x 60'
Producer: STV Productions and
Motion Content Group
Commissioning Channel: W (UKTV)

Each episode follows the natural structure of a
sporting event, with a pre-game beginning,
motivational team talks in the middle at
half-time and post-match reactions at the end,
and all the emotion that comes with being part
of a team: the commiseration of losing and the
various ways to celebrate a win.

FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

SPIES
Every day, Britain's Secret Intelligence Services
are fighting an invisible war against a host of
hidden threats. In this series, three former spies
put a diverse group of men and women to the
test to see if they have the skills and qualities
required for that battle.

Format also available
4 x 60'
Producer: Minnow Films and Motion
Content Group
Commissioning Channel: Channel 4
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Spies follows them go through a series of
exercises based on the Intelligence Officer New
Entry Course (IONEC) – an intense, ultimately
inspiring psychological experiment run by people
who’ve been through the real thing. As the 14
trainees’ raw intelligence, powers of persuasion
and talent for concealment are put under the
microscope, the ex-Spies (known as “Control)
judge who has the character, wit, and confidence
needed to make it through to the end.
As the course progresses, any “James Bond”
illusions are shattered as only the most adaptable
and capable survive. The trainees are forced to
find strength and abilities that they didn’t even
know they possessed, whilst being watched 24/7
by “Control”. The series mixes the visual flair of an
espionage thriller with emotional story telling.
Experimental, fixed-rig footage is combined with
cinematically shot observational camerawork –
including drones and hidden cameras.

Format also available
Season 2: 7 x 60'
Total available: 15 x 60'
Producer: Firecracker Films
Commissioning Channel: 5Star
This vibrant series lifts the lid on the glamorous,
dramatic and cut-throat world of competitive
ballroom dancing for children.
Baby Ballroom follows a selection of the most
successful and dynamic Juvenile (under 11
years) and Junior (under 16 years) couples as
they train at one of the biggest dance schools
in the country. Each episode explores the lives
of these young dancers, their families and

teachers, who live, breathe and eat Latin and
Ballroom dance – as they train for and take
part in a make-or-break competition.
Every episode culminates in either a Couples or
Formation competition, an event that puts the
dancers’ and the schools’ reputations squarely
on the line.
Packed to the brim with cute kids, strict
teachers and extremely pushy parents
alongside an array of amazing talent, huge
personalities and glittering costumes, this is
the world of Baby Ballroom.
Also available:
Season 1: 8 x 60'
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SCRUFFTS

THE PEOPLE'S VET

FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

New season

Season 3: 1 x 60'
Total available: 3 x 60'
Producer: Mentorn Media
Commissioning Channel: Channel 4
Six dogs, six handlers, all competing in the world’s
largest and most famous dog show: Crufts.
But they are not the pedigree pooches who
compete to be labelled Best in Show. These are
the loveable family pets competing to win the
Scruffts title.

Format also available

20 x 60'
Producer: Blakeway North
Commissioning Channel: Channel 4

While Crufts has been celebrating pedigrees since
1891, today, through the Scruffts competition,
Crufts have opened their famous competition to
the crossbreeds that most of us own as pets.

The People's Vet is a new 20-part series
following the daily life of the vets and nurses
in two of the UK’s busiest Charity pet hospitals.

Competition is intense as just six dogs from 2000
entrants make it through to the final round. The
finalists emerge as winners from their individual
categories, including Child’s Best Friend, Most
Handsome Dog, Golden Oldie and Best Rescue.
But who will be the ultimate victor?

At the People’s Dispensary for Sick Animals
(PDSA) in Liverpool, around 350 poorly pets are
brought to their two hospitals in Kirkdale &
Huyton every single day where pet owners
from all walks of life are offered free and
reduced cost treatments.

From abandoned puppies to stray chickens,
orphaned squirrels to cats that have been shot
or attacked by foxes, from dogs suffering
seizures to puppies with broken bones and rats
with respiratory issues, no day is ever the same
for the hard-working veterinary teams.
This is a series full of emotional, heart-warming
and often humorous stories, as we follow the
pets through consultations, treatments,
operations, and then visit them at home to
catch up on their recovery.

This warm, witty and entertaining documentary
celebrates the dogs and their handlers who
might not have the breeding but have the
character and class to win the title.
Also available:
Season 1 : 1 x 60'
Season 2 : 1 x 60'
24
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DON'T TELL
THE DOCTOR

DR CHRISTIAN
WILL SEE YOU NOW

FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

Format also available
Season 2: 8 x 60'
Format also available
10 x 60'
Producer: Arrow International Media
Commissioning Channel: 5Star
Don’t Tell The Doctor is a fresh new factual
entertainment series which for the first time
comes to the rescue of a generation who are
taking medicine into their own hands. Due to
the internet, health and medical information
has never been more accessible; self-diagnosis
among young people is a growing issue and a
serious concern to the medical establishment.
This edgy and fast-paced series sorts out a
huge variety of self-diagnostic misconceptions
and problems whilst delivering jeopardy
packed stories that will have the audience
glued to their screens!
A team of four talented young doctors rush
to the rescue of self-diagnosing young men and
women who have got themselves into serious
trouble. Their mission: sort out a generation
that often feels abandoned by their doctors.
26

Total available: 18 x 60'
With medical services struggling to keep up
with 21st century lifestyles, a staggering one
in seven people aged 18-34 fail to get an
appointment to see a doctor. Unable to access
the medical advice they need, one in four
young people are choosing to dodge the
doctor altogether and are turning to the
internet and social media to self-diagnose
which inevitably leads to some disastrous
consequences. From Viagra to diabetes pills,
young people are self-prescribing drugs online
that often make them more ill without fixing
their real issues.

Join Dr Christian Jessen for the ultimate
"health meets sex and relationships" factual
entertainment programme as he throws
open the doors to his all new, luxury,
pop-up health clinic.

Being of the same generation, the young
doctors understand only too well how easy it is
to fall into dangerous diagnoses and deadly
lifestyle copycat behaviour. Across the series,
multi-narrative episodes see a variety of patients
who have attempted to treat themselves.

In each episode, five carefully cast members of
the public with pressing health problems put
their private lives in the hands of Dr Christian
and his larger-than-life, first-class medical team.

In Don’t Tell The Doctor, if you can’t get to the
Doctor, the Doctor will come to you!

Producer: Firecracker Films
Commissioning Channel: W (UKTV)

Dr Christian Will See You Now takes the drama,
intensity and emotion of the natural precinct
of the one-stop-shop health centre and
translates it into a piece of bold, moving and
heartfelt television.

Over the course of a single day, he helps each
patient on the way to overcoming their
life-changing conditions.
Also available:
Season 1: 10 x 60'
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PLANES
GONE VIRAL

FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

NEW

8 x 60'
Producer: Pioneer Productions
More than 8 million people fly every single day
and, armed with their smartphones, are
capturing more dramatic moments all the time,
whether they are 30,000ft up in the air or on
the ground. The most shocking videos go viral,
generating millions of hits as they spread like
wildfire around the globe. Planes Gone Viral
brings together the most heart-stopping and
gut-wrenching plane incidents out there.
From the truly sublime to the frankly
ridiculous, the series unpacks what is really
going on, breaking down the science behind
each incredible video by taking viewers inside
28

these viral videos in a way they have never
seen or believed before.
Welcome to a whirlwind of incredible and
unbelievable footage packed with graphics
and science to illuminate each nail-biting
incident, looking at why it happened and
whether it could have been avoided. This
pacey series brings the very best videos on the
interweb, from terrifying (but surprisingly
common) engineering faults and
unpredictable wild weather phenomena to
crazy stories of human error and passengers
behaving extremely badly. All causing
unbridled chaos in the air, each suspenseful
moment has been captured by real people
who were there when it happened.
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WEATHER
TOP TENS

WEATHER
GONE VIRAL

Weather is the greatest force on Earth, and
each episode of Weather Top Tens counts
down the incredible ways it impacts our lives.
From brutal storms to bizarre phenomena,
Weather Top Tens ranks the best, worst and
every type of weather in between.

Weather Gone Viral is an exciting series
which reveals some of the most engaging
and memorable on-air moments in the world
of weather.

The episodes of season 2 countdown the top
ten Heroes and Survivors, Unlucky Locations,
Weather Wonders, Record Setters, Weather
Challenges, Mega Disasters and the top ten
Ways to Save the World.
Season 2: 7 x 60'
Total available: 15 x 60'
Producer: The Weather Channel
Commissioning Channel: The Weather Channel

The episodes of season 1 countdown the top
ten Most Bizarre Weather, Worst Flash Floods,
Weather Disasters, Weather Destinations,
Weather Mysteries, Extreme Jobs, Weather
Inventions and the top ten Ultimate Storms.
Also available:
Season 1: 8 x 60'

Season 3: 7 x 60'
Total available: 23 x 60'
Producer: The Weather Channel and
Peacock Productions
Commissioning Channel: The Weather Channel

Producer: The Weather Channel
Commissioning Channel: The Weather Channel
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FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

SOS: HOW
TO SURVIVE

That’s Amazing takes the viewers into the
great outdoors to find people doing amazing,
untold, and curious things with weather and
the elements.

8 x 60'

Season 3 episodes: Weather 911, When Good
Weather Goes Bad, In the Blink of an Eye,
Weathering the Weather, Super Fantastic
Weather and Extreme Weather at Work.
Also available:
Season 1: 8 x 60'
Season 2: 8 x 60'

THAT'S AMAZING

This new eight episode series features pioneers
of the great outdoors who challenge nature,
seek out its limits, reveal its secrets and
embrace its awesome and incredible power.
The first episode of That’s Amazing explores
the weather dependent sport of canyoneering,
an artist who creates one-of-a-kind snow
murals, surfboards created to collect oceanic
data, the work of a soundscape ecologist, ice
swimmers who push the boundaries in freezing
conditions, a professor of physics who grows
snowflakes and the journey of the first
round-the-world solar powered flight.

The episodes cover the most extreme weather
action caught on camera. We learn from
survivors who have beaten the odds to
overcome the most treacherous weather
conditions imaginable. The series also shows
how for on-air meteorologists, being on the
front lines of Mother Nature is never easy and
sometimes the reporter covering the story
becomes the story.

SOS: How To Survive is a series driven by
gripping true stories and centered with
life-or-death lessons from popular survival
expert, Creek Stewart.
These stories are powerful, evocative and
surprising... the most dramatic true tales of
survival in recent history. Based on these
true-life stories, Creek teaches us the skills of
how to survive.

6 x 60'

Episodes include: Lost in the Mountain,
Trapped in a Blizzard, Desert Heat, An Injury in
the Wilderness, Storm Surge and Deadlye Cold.

Producer: The Weather Channel
Commissioning Channel: The Weather Channel
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ENTERTAINMENT
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ENTERTAINMENT

THE PENG LIFE
NEW

Format also available

4 x 30'
Producer: Renowned Films
Commissioning Channel: Channel 4
In each episode of this brand new series Elijah
Quashie, best known as "The Chicken
Connoisseur", travels across the globe turning
his unique critique to the finest, most
extravagant, weirdest and most wonderful
bargain bucket foods, drinks, cars, events and
jewellery the planet has to offer.
In each episode, Elijah and his friends journey to
unexpected urban locations, from Baltimore to
Calcutta exploring the quirks, cheap eats, luxury
and culture in his unique style. Everything is
given the Peng treatment, whether it is a £2.50
Philli cheesesteak sub or a £250k gold plated
Kobe Beef T Bone, a mega hostel with 50 bunk
34

beds per room or a 8* exclusive spa retreat.
Across the series Elijah meets the family who
produces the world's cheapest bottle of fizzy
wine and then goes on to travel to the region
of Champagne to try a glass of a £200,000
diamond incrusted one. Hilarity ensues as he
gets his head around the two very different
price points and his hang over.
In another episode, he flies to India to drive
the world's cheapest car, the Tata Nano made
and sold only in India, to the world’s most
expensive car, the 1904 Rolls Royce 10 HP sold
for $7,253,290 in 2016. He road tests both
vehicles and even gets to see these cars being
made and then sold.
This is not just a series about cheap and
expensive things, it also sees Elijah travel the
globe and go on cultural experiences, all
receiving the Peng review treatment, with of
course, plenty of chicken along the way.
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RUPAUL'S
DRAG RACE

Format also available

RuPaul's Drag Race – Season 10: 14 x 90'
RuPaul's Drag Race Untucked – Season 10: 12 x 30'
Total available: 24 x 90', 98 x 60' and 104 x 30'
Producer: World of Wonder
Commissioning Channel: Logo & VH1
Critically acclaimed series RuPaul’s Drag Race
is dripping with charisma, uniqueness, nerve
and talent.
RuPaul, the world’s most famous drag queen,
continues her legendary search for America’s
Next Drag Superstar from a group of 14
gorgeous and outrageous drag performers.
RuPaul delivers a dazzling and hilarious
performance as judge, mentor and diva
inspiration with an amazing line up of guest
judges and guest stars. “Gentlemen start your
engines... May the best woman win!”
RuPaul's Drag Race host RuPaul Charles won
the Emmy Award for Outstanding Host for a
Reality or Reality-Competition Program in
2016 and 2017.
Also available:
RuPaul's Drag Race – Season 2-9: 98 x 60' and 10 x 90'
RuPaul's Drag Race Untucked – Season 2-9: 90 x 30'
RuPaul's Drag Race – Specials: 2 x 30'
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RUPAUL'S DRAG
RACE: ALL STARS

ENTERTAINMENT

RUPAUL'S
DRAG RACE

Format also available

RuPaul's Drag Race: All Stars 3 "Exclusive
Queen Ruveal ": 1 x 60'
RuPaul's Drag Race: All Stars – Season 3: 8 x 60'
or 3 x 90' and 5 x 60'
Total available: 5 x 90', 19 x 60' and 6 x 30'
Producer: World of Wonder
Commissioning Channel: Logo & VH1
The hit series RuPaul’s Drag Race has brought
worldwide fame to a league of extraordinary
drag queens.
Now, fan favourites from past seasons return
to the competition in the special series RuPaul's
Drag Race: All Stars. The challenges are
super-sized, as the queens do whatever it takes
to win a place in the Drag Race Hall Of Fame.
Also available:
RuPaul's Drag Race: All Stars – Season 1: 6 x 60'
RuPaul's Drag Race: All Stars Untucked: 6 x 30'
RuPaul's Drag Race: All Stars – Season 2:
6 x 60' & 2 x 90'
RuPaul's Drag Race: All Stars – Season 2 Reunion:
1 x 60'
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DRAG RACE
THAILAND

EMOGENIUS

Drag Race Thailand is the first Asian
adaptation of the award-winning series
RuPaul’s Drag Race.
In this series, legendary Thai drag queen,
fashion icon, stylist and designer, Art Arya
(The Face), and Bangkok drag performer
Pangina Heals (T Battle, Thailand Dance Now,
Lip Sync Battle Thailand) are searching for
"Thailand's First Drag Superstar" from a group
of 10 gorgeous Thai drag queens who stir up
the competition with their glamorous talents.
NEW

Format also available

Season 1: 8 x 60'
Producer: Kantana Motion Pictures
Commissioning Channel: Line TV

The 10 contestants competing for the crown
featured in the first season of Drag Race
Thailand are: Amadiva (aka Pudthawee
Thepkraival), Année Maywong (aka
Thainisorn Hengsuwan), B Ella (aka Anothai
Ngeesantiae), Bunny Be Fly (aka Kittameth
Seethan), Dearis Doll (aka Supattarapon
Kasikam), JAJA (aka Angeles R-Jay Carubio),
Meannie Minaj (aka Mananya Puengmai),
Morrigan (aka Chaipong Piwpong), Natalia
Piarcam (aka Autsadayut Kunwisetpong),
and Petchra (aka Panupong Jaruensuk).
ENTERTAINMENT

THE SWITCH
DRAG RACE:

EL ARTE DEL
TRANSFORMISMO
The first international adaptation of the US hit
RuPaul’s Drag Race, The Switch Drag Race: El
Arte Del Transformismo is the reality and talent
show search for Chile’s Next Drag Superstar.

NEW

Format also available

Season 1: 24 x 120'
Season 2: 34 x 120'
Total available: 58 x 120'
Producer: Mega Chile
Commissioning Channel: Mega Chile

In this elimination competition, a group of 17
talented drag queens are pitted against each
other and are challenged with demonstrating
to an esteemed judging panel their ability to
perform makeovers, impersonate female
characters, dance, lip-sync, and sing live on stage.
Along with the demonstration of their skills,
The Switch Drag Race also shows each drag
performer's life story, giving details of their
personal experiences to the viewers.

Format
Producer: Game Show Enterprises
Commissioning Channel: Game Show
Network (GSN)
Emogenius is an all-new half-hour comedic
game show format about communication that
uniquely taps into the massive popularity of
emojis and text messaging.

First they have to decode a series of pop
culture inspired messages. Next, they send
each other strings of emojis in the hope that
their partner can guess the message.
Finally, only one team advances to the bonus
round, where they trade off sending and
guessing rapid fire emoji messages for a
chance to win a huge cash prize.

In this format, each episode features two pairs
of contestants who face off to put their
emoji-solving skills to the test.
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ENTERTAINMENT

JAPANDEMONIUM
6 x 30'
Producer: Zig Zag Productions
Commissioning Channel: ITV
For many years, there have been TV shows
on Japanese television where teams of
contestants have been pitted against each
other in some of the most amazing games
ever seen, and in which some of the world’s
funniest and most elaborate hidden camera
pranks have been performed.
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Japandemonium celebrates a whole genre of
physical shows from Japan, the masters of
physical entertainment. This coupled with the
Japanese hunger for intense, insane and
hilarious pranks pulled on local celebrities and
members of the public makes for truly
entertaining and compulsive TV viewing.
The series showcases the best material from
the best programme makers with a comedic
voiceover, introducing and marvelling at the
sheer creative genius of Japanese TV shows.
Each episode in this 6 x 30’ newly commissioned
series features a broad range of different clips
from Japanese entertainment TV – a fast paced
feast of fun!
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GAMERZ

ROBOT WARS

ENTERTAINMENT

Format

Producer: Gamingzone Entertainment (GZE)
Commissioning Channel: Viafree, Twitch
As the convergence of games and traditional
media accelerates, eSport is leading the way
and becoming a global phenomenon, providing
an entry point into the favourite pastime of
digital natives and Millennials: gaming.
The format of Gamerz is a unique opportunity
for the greatest talents in multiplayer video
games to become eSport professionals. The
question is: who has what it takes?
The 12 talents will move in to the “Gamerz
House” where they will, with professional help,
be drilled to maximize their abilities. These
talents are tested and challenged daily in live
broadcasts of matches and interactive challenges.
Anything can happen and no one is safe on
their way towards the final objective where
five lucky winners will be awarded a six month
professional contract.
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Format also available

Season 3: 8 x 60'
Total available: 22 x 60'
Producer: Mentorn Scotland, BBC and SJP Media
Commissioning Channel: BBC Two
‘Most enjoyable hours of television I have
seen this year’ – The Daily Telegraph
‘Bigger and Noisier than ever’ – Daily Mail
Robot Wars is a national knockout
competition to find the toughest, most
advanced fighting robots in the country.
In this fast paced series, competing teams of
amateur robot designers build robots to fight
to the death in a bulletproof arena.

Overseen by the hosts of the show and a
panel of judges, the competitor’s robots
battle against each other using powerful
weapons including pneumatic hammers,
blades, flame throwers and pick axes. Also up
against the competitors are the fearsome and
charismatic house robots whose purpose is to
ambush and destroy. In each timed round the
winning robot is the one which disables its
adversary, traps it in a pit or feeds it to the
house robots!
Also available:
Season 1: 6 x 60'
Season 2: 6 x 60'
Celebrity Specials: 2 x 60'
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LOOKALIKES

MAKE YOU
LAUGH OUT LOUD
Season 4: 13 x 60'
Funniest Ever LOLs: 6 x 60'
Total available: 42 x 60'
Producer: Mentorn Media
Commissioning Channel: Channel 5
The funniest videos on the internet
guaranteed to Make You Laugh Out Loud.
This show celebrates the amazing wealth of
talented and funny animals and people to be
found on the internet. Featuring the best
UGC from around the world, behavioural
experts and other comedy talent providing a
commentary into the world of “LOL”.

ENTERTAINMENT

Each one-hour show combines hilarious UGC
packages with a series of wittily-scripted
breakout features going behind the scenes to
meet the people at the centre of the biggest
virals on the web.
Available:
Christmas Special: 1 x 60'
Season 1: 7 x 60' – Cats, Cats 2, Dogs, Pets,
Dogs 2, Animals and Pets 2
Season 2: 6 x 60' – Christmas, Puppies,
Toddlers, OAPs, Dumb Criminals and Budgies
Season 3: 10 x 60' – Daredevils, Drivers,
Criminals, Builders, Puppies 2, Cats 3, Dogs 3,
Toddlers 2, Monkeys and Penguins
Season 4: 13 x 60' – Kittens, Weddings, Dads,
Cats 4, Magic, Toddlers 3, Dogs 4, Holidays,
Puppies 3, Cats 5, Dogs 5, Toddlers 4 and Santa

Season 2: 4 x 30'
Total available: 9 x 30'
Producer: Knickerbockerglory
Commissioning Channel: Channel 4
Lookalikes is a structured reality show blurring
the lines between fact and fiction, centring on
the genuine Lookalikes Talent Agency. Run by
the (not so) one and only David Beckham (aka
Andy Harmer), himself an experienced
professional lookalike, the Lookalikes Talent
Agency is in a constant battle to survive in the
competitive world of celebrity lookalikes.
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The show charts the antics of the agency and
the almost-famous faces on their books as they
struggle with the pitfalls of being in the
lookalikes world and the fluctuating popularity
of their celebrity doppelgängers.

Funniest Ever LOLs: 6 x 60' – Funniest
Ever Cats, Funniest Ever Toddlers,
Funniest Ever Dogs, Funniest Ever
Kittens, Funniest Ever Puppies and
Funniest Ever Toddlers 2

Taking a wry look at everyone from Barack
Obama, Ed Sheeran, Harry Styles, Colin Farrell,
Gordon Ramsay and David Brent the show will
provide a skewed take on the lives of our
favourite celebrities.
Also available:
Season 1: 5 x 30'
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LIFESTYLE

46

47

WHERE TO I DO?
NEW

Format also available

8 x 30'
Producer: Bell Media & Motion Content Group
Commissioning Channel: Gusto
The ultimate property makeover meets
wedding series, focusing on the three most
important wedding decisions couples make:
location, location, location!
Hosted by design and property expert Tommy
Smythe (The Marilyn Denis Show, The Search

for Canada's Next Designer, Sarah’s House),
Where To I Do? takes engaged couples on a
tour of three completely unique spaces, where
their fantasy wedding could take place.
Whether it is a medieval castle, a rustic country
barn, or a chic rooftop bar, Tommy presents
the best options in order to help the couple
lock down this key detail for their dream day.
Each space is then brought to life in a
state-of-the-art, glossy 3D graphic that Tommy
reveals to the couple to help them decide, but
everyone else will have to wait until the
wedding day for the big reveal.

LIFESTYLE
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CHILLI HUNTER

LIFESTYLE

NEW

8 x 30'
Producer: Beach House Pictures &
Motion Content Group
Commissioning Channel: Mediacorp (Singapore)
Join world traveller and food-adventurer
Tyson Mayr on the fiercest, fieriest and
scariest culinary quest in Asia.
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Born and bred in sleepy outback Australia
Tyson tasted his first chilli at the age of 22…
and now he’s hungry for more.
His chilli hunt will take him from sizzling
Singapore to the cauldron of Korea, from the
mouth-numbing madness of Malaysia to
Japan’s toughest chilli test in Tokyo.
A heat-seeking culinary missile, Tyson’s chilli
hunt takes in eight countries and scores of
scorching dishes as he seeks out Asia’s maddest,
baddest and most dangerous-to-eat delights.
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FIND IT, FIX IT,
FLOG IT

THE GREAT ESCAPERS
Season 3: 35 x 60'
Total available: 85 x 60'
Producer: True North Productions
Commissioning Channel: Channel 4
All across France and Spain there is an
intrepid band of ex-pats who have created
their own little corner of home in a foreign
land and the series The Great Escapers tells
their fascinating stories.
From a bar on the beautiful Spanish coast to a
B&B in rural France, a start-up dance school in
Fuengirola to a fitness boot camp in Marbella,
join The Great Escapers as they pursue their
dream of the good life in the sun.

We meet couples and families at the start of
their adventure as they set sail for Europe
and spend time with others who have lived
there for years. While some are working but
struggling to make ends-meet, others are
embracing their new lifestyle, having a ball
blending in with the locals and launching
successful businesses.
With a positive tone and aspirational stories,
The Great Escapers is an entertaining
relocation show with big heart and even
bigger characters.
Also available:
Season 1: 25 x 60'
Season 2: 25 x 60'

LIFESTYLE

Format also available

Season 2: 50 x 60'
Total available: 70 x 60'
Producer: HCA Entertainment
Commissioning Channel: Channel 4
Barns and sheds hold a valuable and
neglected treasure trove just waiting to be
discovered. Their owners may or may not
even remember they have these possessions
but one thing is for sure – they have no idea
of their true value today.
In Find It, Fix It, Flog It, presenters Henry Cole
and Simon O’Brien travel around Britain in
search of unwanted possessions they can
transform into desirable and valuable new
items, raising money for their owners.
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For Henry and his mechanic, Guy, it is all about
restoring retro relics and vintage classics, whilst
upcycling genius Simon and his restorer,
Gemma, love turning everyday objects into
fantastic furniture.
In this RTS Award-winning show, the team is
joined by British designer and upcycler Max
McMurdo and his right-hand man, Chris Hanlon,
who bring their own brand of creative thinking
and elbow grease to upcycle and transform some
fascinating unloved treasures.
From converting a fire extinguisher into a
steampunk lamp to transforming old theatre
lights into stunning table lamps and converting
tank parts into garden furniture, our experts
are back to turn yesterday’s junk into
tomorrow’s hard cash.
Also available:
Season 1: 20 x 60’
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DOCUMENTARY
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GENERATION
GRIME
NEW

1 x 90'
Producer: Renowned Films
Commissioning Channel: Sky Arts
The definitive British youth movement of the
21st century, over the last fifteen years Grime
has stolen the hearts and minds of British
youth to become the UK’s most successful
and important music export in years, but it
has been by no means a straight forward rags
to riches fairy tale.
This is a story of a musical culture that has had
to consistently break the rules in order to
succeed and finally broken through by
consciously choosing to cut out the middle
men and cut out the very industry that they
initially sought out to break them.

In this unprecedented film, we celebrate
Grime’s musical lineage with a stylish,
grown-up and granular look at this seemingly
impenetrable musical movement through
intimate, beautifully shot interviews with the
key architects of the genre. Stepping back
from the frenetic world of Grime, our
interviewees, from household names such as
Skepta and Dizzie Rascal, are interviewed at
length about how the sound and intent of the
most impenetrable sound has emerged.
This is the definitive film of a scene that has at
last taken its seat at the table to join the
myriad significant sub-cultural moments that
have had a lasting impact on popular culture.
Told chronologically, the narrative is organized
into mini epochs named after the media
formats that were driving the music’s creation
and distribution at the time from 'The Age of
Cassette' to 'The Streaming Age'.
DOCUMENTARY
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RAPED: MY STORY

STACEY DOOLEY:
HATE AND PRIDE
IN ORLANDO

DOCUMENTARY

NEW

1 x 20'
Producer: Renowned Films
Commissioning Channel: BBC Three

NEW

1 x 90'
Producer: Lambent Productions
Commissioning Channel: Channel 5
Rape isn’t just one night, it isn’t just the
event, it’s what happens afterwards.
The law protects the identity of rape victims, but
in this feature length landmark documentary 10
people have chosen to speak out for the first
time about what happened to them. However,
only one of the survivor’s stories will end with
a guilty verdict.
Told directly to camera, their extraordinarily
honest accounts reveal first-hand how a case is
won or lost. The conviction rates are shockingly
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low; a tiny fraction of the number of rapes that
happen in Britain every year.
This film reveals the real stories behind the
statistics. Through the testimony of 10 survivors,
the experience from the emotional and
psychological impact to the interrogation of the
legal process is very honestly brought to life. Every
account reflects a deeply personal experience, but
common themes echo across the film, giving us
extraordinary insight into what victims think and
feel, how they are treated, and what determines
and informs their actions afterwards.
This documentary is the definitive and
powerful story of rape – its impact and its
aftermath – told through the personal stories
of 10 people who have made the brave
decision, finally, to speak out.

In this unique documentary, Stacey Dooley
travels to Orlando in the aftermath of the
Pulse Bar shootings.
In this powerful film, Stacey Dooley, one of
Britain's most loved documentary presenters,
attends vigils, marches and funerals to see
how America responded to this atrocity. She
also asks if this could be the one to finally
make a difference.
Stacey explores the levels of prejudice and
homophobia faced daily by the LGBTQ+
community in America, levels that are often
compounded if you belong to an ethnic or
religious minority.
With revelations that the shooter may himself
have been gay, she also tries to track down
and talk with gay Muslims to understand the
conflict they face between their religion and
their sexuality.
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CALAIS, THE END
OF THE JUNGLE

CLICK ME PREGNANT

DOCUMENTARY

NEW

1 x 60'
Producer: AMOS Pictures
Commissioning Channel: Channel 4
For women who want a baby but don’t want
a man, there’s a new way to get pregnant.

NEW

1 x 60'
Producer: AMOS Pictures
Commissioning Channel: BBC Two
Filmed deep inside the notorious migrant camp,
the film Calais, The End Of The Jungle documents
the final days of the Calais Jungle as the largest
migrant camp in Europe erupted into flames.
A year on from the eviction, five-time BAFTA
winning director Dan Reed charts the
impossible dilemmas faced by the French
police and the dedicated team of British
volunteers largely responsible for the creation
of the Jungle. The film shows extraordinary
footage of hundreds of migrants storming
lorries on the approaches to Calais.
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It captures the scale of the British volunteer
aid effort that resulted in a huge influx of
donations in the wake of the Syrian refugee
crisis. Though an orderly eviction was planned,
filmmakers captured the chaos correctly
predicted by volunteers as shelters were
consumed in vast fires.
The film explores the impact that the volunteers
had on the course of the camp's growth and
underground economy. It also asks whether the
eviction has actually made anything better. A year
on, there are no more road-blocks and there is no
more camp. Instead, there is mass homelessness
and hundreds of migrants still playing an endless
game of cat and mouse with the French police.
This documentary Calais, The End Of The Jungle
is part of the award winning This World strand.

It doesn’t involve fertility clinics, it’s free and
quick and you get to meet the father of your
baby face to face… for a few minutes at least.
The connection is made online via a Facebook
group or a dedicated website. Within a few
days the donor will come to your door and
provide you with a fresh sample of his sperm,
produced either in your bathroom or – in the
case of super-donor Clive – in a speciallyequipped “wanker van”.
In this documentary filmed over the course of a
year, the "super-donors" Mark, Clive and Mitch
who after an internet “hook-up”, will happily
drive hundreds of miles to deliver fresh sperm
to a recipient in time for her ovulation.
With unprecedented access to both donors and
recipients, this fascinating documentary
doesn't cease to surprise as we understand the
lengths these men go in order to satisfy the
insatiable demand for their sperm, as well as
the potential consequences of their actions.
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THE SEXBOTS
ARE COMING
The Sexbots Are Coming follows the creation of
one of the world's first sex robots: a sex doll
that looks, moves and talks like no sex doll
that's gone before.

1 x 60'
Producer: Raw TV
Commissioning Channel: Channel 4

Filmed over 2 years, this jaw-dropping
documentary follows the sexbot’s maverick
creator leading the design and construction
process and meets a man who can’t wait to
have his own, technologically cutting-edge,
artificial girlfriend. However, not everyone is as
excited about these technological advances. Dr
Kathleen Richardson has founded the Campaign
Against Sex Robots, and explains why she
believes they endanger human relationships.
After 5 years of development, the sex robot is
on its way to completion. The team still need to
make sure they’ve ironed everything out before
it becomes commercially available. Will the doll
be given the thumbs up?

THE ROBOT WILL
SEE YOU NOW
NEW
1 x 60'
Producer: Double Act TV
Commissioning Channel: Channel 5
Meet Jess, the personal robot who wants to
help with very human problems.
Obesity, infidelity, marriage, money, we
humans have countless issues in our lives.
But just how far would we trust a machine to
help us? In The Robot Will See You Now a
team of A.I. experts have developed a robot
to find out just that...

In this show, people from all over the UK visit
Jess and ask her for help. But what happens
when Jess reveals the real reason for a
woman's weight issues is her husband's
infidelity? And how will a young couple react
when Jess discovers that the cause of their
arguments is his Islamic religion?
In this entertaining, insightful and
thought-provoking show, Jess gives us a
unique glimpse of our A.I. future, a time when
robots will be everywhere and will deal with
our questions every day.

DOCUMENTARY

TRUST ME,
I'M A ROBOT
We have a cultural fear of robots, but eccentric
Canadian Robot inventor and Puppeteer David
McGoran is on a mission to fix this by making a
new kind of machine that moves like we do: a
loveable robot that even people on the street
will open up to.
Adopting the same techniques as Disney and
Pixar, David designs a robot using the power of
movement, to trick us into believing it has life.

1 x 60'
Producer: Tuesday's Child
Commissioning Channel: Channel 4

Over the course of the film, David and his team
try to create a machine that anyone would
believe and trust and even let into their lives.
The real test comes when he abandons his new
robot on the streets of Bristol. Programmed
with a simple quest, which is to find out more
about humans, his robot films its own
extraordinary adventure as it tries to connect
with humans in a whole new way.
Can David’s little robot convince people it is
real? And will they be brave enough to open up
and tell it something about themselves?
Narrated by David Tennant, this warm-hearted
ob-doc gives a fascinating insight into a future
of robotics we have never seen before.
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FIGHTING
CANCER: MY
ONLINE DIARY

BARBIE:
THE MOST
FAMOUS DOLL
IN THE WORLD

With one in two people now getting diagnosed
with cancer at some point in their lives,
increasing numbers of young cancer patients
are turning to the internet for comfort and
support by uploading intimate video blogs.

1 x 60'
Producer: AMOS Pictures
Commissioning Channel: Channel 4

In 2016, Charlotte Eades’ mum recorded and
uploaded a heart-breaking video onto her 19
year-old daughter’s YouTube channel
announcing that she had drawn her last
breath after a courageous battle with a rare
brain tumour. Charlotte had openly and
graphically documented her battle on social
media for two and a half years.

For nearly 60 years, Barbie has been the
queen of the doll world, but behind the
plastic fantastic smile is a harsh truth: sales
are down by 14% and they have been falling
steadily for the last three years.

1 x 60'
Producer: Sundog Pictures
Commissioning Channel: Channel 4

RYAN GANDER:
THE IDEA
OF JAPAN

STUCK ON YOU
Media moguls, glamour models and the
billion dollar sticker craze.
This is a film about how four Italian brothers
called Panini took a childhood obsession and
turned it into a worldwide multi-billion pound
industry and how a group of four British
upstarts took on the mighty Panini to beat
them at their own game.

Ryan Gander OBE is a leading conceptual artist.
He creates artworks full of symbolic
meaning – images, sculpture, installations and
films that may appear to be about one thing
but contain further messages for the
thoughtful. Ryan has an affinity with Japan, a
country with a highly sophisticated visual
culture, expressed through images and symbols
that broadcast cultural messages to the world
as well as to the Japanese themselves.
1 x 60'
Producer: Sundog Pictures
Commissioning Channel: BBC Four
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The Geisha, the Samurai, cherry blossom and
the iconic “Great Wave” are obvious examples.
Tattoo art, robotic Gundam figures, the highest
of tech concept cars and Tokyo street style are
less so. The exploration of these signs and
symbols takes Ryan six thousand miles east of
his Suffolk studio to investigate how Japanese
visual culture is closely linked to a special
relationship with time, as the country’s past
and future inform its present tense.

In this documentary, retail and fashion guru
Mary takes us on a journey during this pivotal
period for Barbie. How does one of the world’s
most iconic brands survive for over half a
century, trying to thrive in a world with such
different female role models? Can one of the
world’s biggest brands move with the times
and capture a whole new generation of fans?

DOCUMENTARY

This highly emotional documentary weaves
together the remarkable story of Charlotte,
together with the journeys of two other
extraordinary young cancer patients who are
recording their own life and death battles.
Filmed over the course of a year, each patient
deals with the high and lows of unpredictable
scan results, the dramatic physical changes
they endure, and the perpetual hope of
defying the odds.

Is Barbie’s crown threatening to slip? Mary
Portas (Mary Queen of Shops), the same age as
Barbie herself, is venturing into the blonde
bombshell’s world to find out whether Barbie’s
days are numbered.

1 x 60'
Producer: TenMonkeys Media
Commissioning Channel: ITV

Italian publishers Panini had dominated the
football stickers market since launching their
first album for the 1970 World Cup Finals. By
the eighties they had transformed the habits
of school kids across the globe. In Britain
alone, an astonishing 90% of all boys
regularly bought a packet of stickers.
Their success attracted the attention of media
mogul Robert Maxwell but when the Italians
refused to do business with him, a furious
Maxwell bought the company. Panini
employee Peter Warsop and three other British
insiders decided to jump ship and set up their
own stickers company, Merlin. The stage was
set for an almighty battle. These stickers are
now more popular than ever.
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DOCUMENTARY
SERIES
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DELIVERING
THE WORLD

DOCUMENTARY SERIES

NEW

4 x 60'
Producer: Whitworth Media
Commissioning Channel: Channel 5
In this series we find out what it takes to
deliver absolutely anything, anywhere in the
world, almost instantly… and it’s not easy!
Delivering The World goes behind the scenes
with the world’s biggest delivery company to
find out how they deliver an extraordinary
range and quantity of packages all over the
planet. With half a million employees, 90,000
road vehicles, a fleet of planes and even their
own airport, DHL makes on average five
deliveries every second, somewhere on Earth.
This is a series about amazing global logistics,
epic journeys and an army of hard working,
cheerful characters who by and large love their
jobs and help keep the modern world turning.
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The series focuses on the company’s toughest
delivery challenges, including things that are
very hard to transport quickly or safely and
deliveries to or from the least accessible places
on our planet. We find out how the global
delivery business works and achieves such
incredible speed, scale and cost efficiency, and
we meet some extraordinary people and
businesses that rely on the global delivery
business for their success. It all makes Earth
seem a very small place.
Each episode includes three delivery stories.
In this first series we find out how it is possible
for a man living in Outback Australia to buy a
tee-shirt online from a company in the UK and
receive it just a few days later all for less than
it would cost in his local clothing store. We see
the shipment of fragile, life saving and planet
preserving packages... as well as finding out
how an entire orchestra is moved overnight
between concerts… we witness life-saving
medical equipment being rushed across
Europe… and we uncover the connection
between paper making and elephant poo.
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BIG BEN: SAVING
THE WORLD'S MOST
FAMOUS CLOCK

SECRETS OF THE
WORLD'S SUPER
SKYSCRAPERS
NEW
2 x 60'
Producer: Lambent Productions
Commissioning Channel: Channel 5
By 2050, 75% of us will be living in cities.
With less space, we are building higher and
faster than ever before and there is a new
generation of mega buildings on the skyline:
super skyscrapers.

NEW
1 x 90' (+ 2 further episodes to follow)
Producer: ITN Productions
Commissioning Channel: Channel 4
The greatest clock tower in the world is
undergoing the most extraordinary and
extensive renovation in its history.
Presiding over the House of Commons, Big Ben is
not only the most iconic landmark on London’s
skyline but it is also a timeless piece of
architecture that symbolises England's democratic
heritage. It is one of the top five selfie locations
in the world with very few people apart from
VIPs like Michelle Obama, Prince William and
Bill Gates getting the chance to see the inside
of the world's most famous clock tower.
This unique access documentary tells the
extraordinary story of the restoration work
currently taking place on the iconic clock tower,
which has resulted in the bells being silenced for
the next four years. This restoration project is a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to explore the
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social and cultural history that the world’s most
famous clock tower represents whilst charting
the extraordinary craftsmanship of the people
charged with the painstaking job of bringing
this grand monument back to life for today
and for future generations.

DOCUMENTARY SERIES

There are now over 100 buildings in the world
over 300 metres and that figure is growing rapidly.
In this unique series, Rob Bell reveals the inner
workings of these extraordinary constructions as
they push the limits of engineering, technology
and design to become taller, stronger, smarter
and more luxurious than ever before.

Episode 2: Living the Dream
This episode gets a glimpse inside the hidden
worlds of these extraordinary structures to
find out what it really takes to make these
buildings work and show how they have
revolutionized the way we live and work. Rob
uncovers the technology that could enable the
next generation of super skyscrapers to reach
even higher, from the next generation of
elevators with record-breaking speeds of
4,000ft per minute to an extraordinary vision
into the future with a city of sky bridges.

Episode 1: Building the Dream
This episode uncover the secrets behind the
construction of these celebrity giants, explaining
how they overcame the colossal challenges, who
the game-changers were in terms of design,
opulence and height, and what the risks were.
What did it take to turn these dreams into
reality? Rob uncovers the hidden stories behind
the most iconic skyscrapers in the world –from
the world’s current tallest, the Burj Khalifa in
Dubai, to the next tallest to come, the Kingdom
Tower in Jeddah.

Anna Keay, Director of Landmark Trust, goes
behind the scenes on this massive project and
talks to Parliament's principal architect and the
three clock-makers who have the challenging
task of taking the gigantic mechanism apart for
the first time in nearly 160 years. The
programme also examines the history of the
clock tower and reveals how it was almost never
built in the first place.
Using innovative filming techniques and the
finest story-telling skills, the film delves into the
rich history of Elizabeth Tower and reveals how
a dedicated team of architects, engineers, clock
makers, stonemasons, scaffolders…to name but
a few of the experts, will bring an iconic
Victorian structure expertly and imaginatively
into the 21st century.
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THE ART OF
JAPANESE LIFE
In this landmark three-part series, art historian
Dr James Fox takes us on a captivating journey
through the art and history of one of the
world's most enigmatic cultures.

3 x 60'

Travelling the length of Japan, from the
rugged north to the tropical south, James
climbs mountains, visits temples, strolls
through falling cherry blossom and discovers
dazzling modern cities. Along the way, James
discovers for himself the importance of art
and aesthetics to Japanese life, learning the
secrets of brush-painting, block-printing,
bonsai-trimming and the Way of Tea.

Producer: BBC Studios
Commissioning Channel: BBC Four

THE LAST DAYS
OF POMPEII
3 x 60'
Producer: Voltage TV
Commissioning Channel: Channel 5
2000 years ago the entire Roman city of
Pompeii was buried alive in a huge volcanic
eruption. The Last Days Of Pompeii is the new
three part documentary series which presents
the final days of life in Pompeii and explains
how new archaeological digs and technologies
are revealing previously unknown secrets
about the people hidden beneath the ash.
Historian Dr Bettany Hughes (Genius of the
Modern World, Britain’s Secret History),
Archaeologist Raksha Dave (Time Team) and
John Sergeant (Britain’s Secret Treasures)
explore what life was like in the final hours of
the doomed city of Pompeii – counting down
day-by-day to the eruption itself.

Accompanying The Art of Japanese Life,
Handmade in Japan celebrates Japan's craft
heritage with three films about the making of a
Samurai sword, traditional pottery and
distinctive Japanese lacquerware.

Each episode profiles key characters who lived
in the final days of Pompeii. From a gladiator
to a businessman to a humble bar owner. Their
final hours in Pompeii are pieced together in
unprecedented detail by combining geological,
historical and archaeological evidence.

Spanning the entire ruined city and the
surrounding areas, they follow new digs,
stepping into the best preserved Roman sites,
following the human remains as they are
analysed, and visiting the volcano itself.

DOCUMENTARY SERIES

HANDMADE
IN JAPAN

politics, and architecture. The series reveals
how every aspect of this bustling Roman port
worked; all set against the tense backdrop of
a ticking volcanic time bomb.

The three episodes explore a wide range of
different themes to evoke daily life in Pompeii
exactly as it would have been in the run up to
the eruption such as work, leisure, food,
crime, shopping, interior design, money,

Episode 1: Handmade in Japan:
The Samurai Sword
This film follows one of the country's last
remaining families of Samurai sword makers as
they lovingly craft a sword.
3 x 30' or 1 x 60'
Producer: BBC Studios
Commissioning Channel: BBC Four
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Episode 2: Handmade in Japan: The Kimono
This episode follows the painstaking process of
the silk being bound, hand dyed, woven and
finally turned into a kimono by a seamstress.
Episode 3: Handmade in Japan: Pottery
This film follows Tomoo Hamada, the grandson
of famous potter Shoji Hamada, at work,
painstakingly shaping his pots and firing them
in an old style wood-fuelled kiln as he continues
the family tradition.
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THE NAKED TRUTH:

WASTELAND

Dirty water, dirty air and cancer clusters abound.
We travel to Oklahoma, a microcosm of what
can happen to the nation with the Trump
administration’s attitude towards the
environment, in order to understand what could
become the blueprint for the nation’s future.
By virtually all measurements, Oklahoma ranks
near the bottom of the list of major health
indicators. What is worse is that state
government has been complicit in the name
of helping major corporations of all stripes.
NEW

1 x 60'
Producer: Fusion Network
Commissioning Channel: Fusion TV

THE NAKED TRUTH:
TRICK SHOTS

Correspondent Natasha Del Toro travels to a
Native American community that is surrounded
by industry and has faced widespread
environmental threats for years: dead fish,
polluted water and soil thanks to a hands-off
state government. A local activist takes us on a
“toxic tour” to show us how communities of
color feel the brunt of these policies. We also
investigate what the unregulated dumping of
toxic swine waste is doing to Oklahomans.

DOCUMENTARY SERIES

THE NAKED TRUTH:

CHINA QUEER

While the LGBTQ+ movement in the US has
great momentum, in places like China, those
who advocate for gay rights and speak out can
be harassed, intimidated and even detained.

1 x 60'
Producer: Fusion Network
Commissioning Channel: Fusion TV
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This documentary examines what it is like to be
gay in China and the challenges LGBTQ+
activists face. The culmination of almost two
years of reporting, China Queer includes
exclusive undercover footage from a LGBTQ+
activist who works to expose clinics that try to
convert gays with medically baseless therapy,
and a shocking recording of a man held against
his will in a mental hospital for being gay.

NEW

1 x 60'
Producer: Fusion Network
Commissioning Channel: Fusion TV
Student athlete trafficking is rarely talked
about and barely on law enforcement’s radar
but this form of exploitation is growing right
here in our own backyard.

An eight-month investigation has discovered a
network of coaches and middlemen exploiting
kids from all over the world for profit. This
documentary traces the journeys of four young
men who were scammed and taken advantage
of. The quest to find the origin of this network
takes the viewers to Belgrade, Serbia to track
down unscrupulous recruiters and then back to
West Virginia, Georgia and South Carolina to
confront the ring leaders involved in bringing
them to the U.S.
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TOP DAD WITH
ASHLEY WALTERS

UNREPORTED WORLD
New season
Season 35: 6 x 30'
Total available: 243 x 30'
Producer: Quicksilver Media
Commissioning Channel: Channel 4
Unreported World’s reporters travel to some of
the most dangerous and neglected parts of the
globe offering the viewer an unrivalled insight
into the daily reality for those whose lives are
rarely glimpsed by the global news machine.
As Channel 4's flagship current affairs strand,
Unreported World is consistently ahead of the
pack, unearthing stories and traveling to
emerging hot spots before the rest of the
world’s news teams catch up. Speaking to the
people directly affected by issues the series
shows the audience a world less visited by
cameras and reporting.

NEW

Format also available

Short Form – 6 episodes
Producer: Renowned Films

DOCUMENTARY SERIES

Reporter-led, immediate, accessible and with an
emphasis on telling stories with strong human
interest, Unreported World is television
reporting at its best.
Among other places, the new season 35
includes compelling new stories taking place in
Ulaanbaatar in Mongolia, Mogadishu in Somalia,
Kabul in Afghanistan, and Bollywood in India.
Also available:
Season 1-34: 237 x 30’

Commissioning Channel: Channel 4
Being a dad to seven children is not easy, but
keeping them all on the straight and narrow is
even harder – especially when you are no
stranger to trouble yourself.
In this unique 6-part short-form series Top Dad
With Ashley Walters, actor and rapper Ashley
Walters (aka Asher D) (Top Boy and Get Rich or
Die Tryin') is on a journey to meet fathers from
all walks of life to hear their stories and learn
from their experiences.
The 6 episodes are:
Episode 1: Dad at 17, Superdad at 19
Episode 2: Dad in a Dress
Episode 3: Ex-Gangster Dad
Episode 4: Dwarf Dad
Episode 5: The Dad Who Climbs Bridges
Episode 6: Online Porn Star Dad
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ALL NEW
TRAFFIC COPS
New season
Season 5: 6 x 60'
Total available: 53 x 30' and 77 x 60'
Producer: Mentorn Media
Commissioning Channel: Channel 5

Also available:
Traffic Cops – Season 1-13 (BBC version):
53 x 30’ and 43 x 60’
All New Traffic Cops – Season 1: 7 x 60'
All New Traffic Cops – Season 2: 6 x 60'
All New Traffic Cops – Season 3: 7 x 60'
All New Traffic Cops – Season 4: 8 x 60'

All New Traffic Cops follows the police units
at the frontline in the fight against crime and
disorder, catching those using the streets to
break the law.
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CRIME & INVESTIGATION

CRIME &
INVESTIGATION

With hazardous high speed chases and
drugged drivers, the traffic cops pursuit skills
are tested to the max every day tackling cases
such as a convicted drug dealer leading
officers on a 140 miles per hour chase down
one the UK’s busiest motorways.
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COLD JUSTICE:
SEX CRIMES
Devised by Dick Wolf, Emmy-winning television
producer who brought the Law & Order
franchise to the small screen, Cold Justice comes
back for a new series with a focus on sex crimes.
To bring justice to the survivors of sexual
assault, Cold Justice’s investigators Casey
Garrett and Alicia O'Neill travel around the
country to help local law enforcement solve
cases that have sat dormant for years.

10 x 60'
Producer: Magical Elves and Wolf Reality
Commissioning Channel: TNT

In this special season, Cold Justice investigates
many sex crimes which include the stories of a
local grandmother who is brutally attacked in
her sleep, of a young girl whose online meeting
turned into a real world nightmare, and of a
17-year old unsolved investigation into the rape
of a teacher on an elementary school campus.

ALL NEW
COLD JUSTICE
New season
Season 2: 20 x 60'
Total available: 30 x 60'
Producer: Magical Elves and Wolf Reality
Commissioning Channel: Oxygen
From Executive Producer Dick Wolf, the crime
reality investigation series follows former
prosecutor Kelly Siegler and a team of crime
scene investigators and detectives as they
crack cold cases.
Kelly Siegler, a Texas prosecutor for over 20
years who has successfully tried over 68 murder

cases, and her team of crime scene investigators
and trained detectives, put their vast
knowledge and experience to work helping
local law-enforcement officers and families of
violent-crime victims get to the truth.
With a fresh set of eyes on old evidence, superior
interrogation skills and access to advanced DNA
technology and lab testing, Siegler is determined
to bring about a legal and emotional resolution.
Taking on a different unsolved crime each
episode, they carefully re-examine evidence,
question suspects and witnesses, and chase down
leads in order to solve cases that would have
otherwise remained cold indefinitely.
Also available:
Season 1: 10 x 60'

CRIME & INVESTIGATION
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WITH THANKS TO...

THANKS

Wolf Reality
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